
HW 2: More Logic (due Tuesday Jan 9th) Name:

• Read Bad Arguments fallacies Appeal to Irrelevant Authority and Equivocation, pg 12-15.

• Read Paradoxes ”Oh No! The Monty Hall Problem!, pg. 15-20

• Watch the following video Monty Hall Problem.

1. The King’s special Jam was stolen, and the Queen of Hearts brought in the March Hare, the Mad
Hatter, and the Dormouse for questioning, to determine who stole the jam. When asked, they replied:

• March Hare: I did not steal the King’s Jam.

• Mad Hatter: One of us stole it, but it wasn’t me.

• Dormouse: At least one of the Mad Hatter or the March Hare are telling the truth.

Further investigations determined that at least one of the Mad Hatter and Dormouse were lying.
Who stole the jam?

Make sure your answer is given with justification, and consider all possibilities in your solution.

2. The four Dukes of Earl are scheduled to arrive at the royal palace on each of the first five days of
May. Duke One is scheduled to arrive on the first day of May, Duke Two on the second, etc. Each
Duke, upon arrival, can either kill the king or support him. If a duke chooses to kill the king, he
will take the kings place, become the new king, and await the next Dukes arrival. If he supports
the king, all subsequent Dukes cancel their visits. A Dukes first priority is to remain alive, and his
second priority is to become king. Who will be King on May 5?

3. Draw a Venn Diagram representing the sets A “ t1, 3, 5, 10, πu and B “ t2, 3, 5, eu.

• Give the intersection AXB and union AYB, and label them on the Venn Diagram.

For two sets A and B, the set difference ArB consists of those objects that are in A but not in B

• Give the sets ArB and B r A, and label them on the Venn Diagram.

4. Find the intersections and unions of each of the following collection of sets:

(a) A “ tOttawau B “ tWashington D.Cu and C “ tMexico Cityu

(b) A “ ttomato, garlic, lime, onionu B “ tavocado, garlic, lime, cilantrou

(c) A “ N the nonnegative integers, and B “ Z, all integers.

(d) A “ H B “ tHu and C “ tH, tHuu

5. Give an example of equivocation or appeal to irrelevant authority in the current news media. Be
sure to indicate your source and describe how it relates. Do you think this is a problem, explain?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Lb-6rxZxx0


Place Power Cells onto Circuit Board Nodes to create power sources that will turn on specific wires.
When your Power Cells power the the combination of wires that make a Clue Panel True, thereby
activating the Robot, you win!

6. Power Cells: 2.

or

Blue
Not Green

or

Blue
Green

or

Not Orange
Not Purple

or

Yellow
Not Blue

or

Purple
Red

or

Purple
Not Orange

7. Power Cells: 3.

Purple Not Yellow

or

Not Green
Blue

or

Not Blue
Not Orange
Not Purple

or

Not Blue
Not Purple
Not Green

or

Orange
Green

Not Blue


